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Abstract — After the fall of Nazi Germany during World War II, the allied powers issued harsh reparation payments that burdened the German economy and humiliated the Germans. Most importantly, the War Guilt Clause led Germany into an economic and social turmoil, which in turn paved the path for the rise of radical extremists like Adolf Hitler.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The notorious Article 231, also known as the War Guilt Clause, was a problematic clause in the Treaty of Versailles, a peace agreement signed on June 28, 1919, between Germany and the allies — Britain, the United States, France, Russia, and Italy — that formally ended World War I. The allies believed “[the Germans] must pay, they must pay heavily, and they will pay” (View Appendix I) [3]. The article gave the allies the right to enforce the provisions which made the treaty widely known as Diktat, a dictated peace. The article obligated Germany to admit the responsibility of starting World War I and pay back the allies for the losses of lives and damages of properties, even the actions of the allies (View Appendix II) [7]. Accepting all responsibility came at a heavy price. The harsh reparation payments burdened the economy, and the humiliation and betrayal angered the Germans; this anger led to the rise of radical extremists like Adolf Hitler. The War Guilt Clause led Germany into an economic and social turmoil, which in turn paved the path for the rise of Adolf Hitler.

II. Harsh Reparations

First and foremost, the unspecified sum and the ever increasing harsh reparation payments severely burdened the German economy. The War Guilt Clause is the first article in the reparation section. Harry Elmer Barnes, an American historian, believed, “German reparations were explicitly and definitely based on the war guilt clause (231) of the Treaty of Versailles” [2]. However, it became problematic when the sum was not set in the treaty. John Maynard Keynes, co-author of Article 231 and British economist, expressed in his memorandum entitled “Reparation and Indemnity,” a memo that was widely accepted as the precursor of the War Guilt Clause, that Germany must be forced to pay reparations [13]. However, he alleged it is impossible to specify how much Germany can pay annually so the treaty has an unfixed amount of reparation [13]. The treaty also did not state how the allies would divide the reparation so the allies continued to debate how it should be divided and they made it clear that Germans would continue to pay high quantities. The Germans were forced to sign a blank check which they viewed as indefinite slavery [13]. The unfixed payment continued to aggravate the German economy when the United States insisted on war debts on its allies, particularly France [4]. This made the Europeans pass their burden to Germany through high reparation payments, deepening the animosity of Germans (View Appendix III) [20]. France continued to bully the Germans to pay for the physical damages of the war since western warfare was fought mainly on French soil. France affirmed that they are not responsible for paying the reconstruction. The hostility between Germany and France continued to worsen and French leaders expressed that they desired a German nation that is unable to control Europe and the French themselves desired full power of Europe. Some French leaders were nervous and disturbed by this goal. Marshal Ferdinand Foch claimed, “This is not peace, it is an armistice for twenty years” [4]. The War Guilt Clause granted France the power to enforce their desire of increasing the sum in Germany. As a result, instead of rebuilding the German economy, such as rebuilding towns, and investing in German industries, like reopening mines, Germany had to pay the allies which the economy was not strong enough to do so. Without reconstructions, the rate of homelessness and poverty increased and with the loss of industries it further intensified the problem. The collapse of the German economy and the inability to compensate the allies on time eventually led Germany to an economic crisis in 1923. During that time, the hyperinflation exacerbated as more currency was printed to pay the wages of workers on strike in Ruhr valley, where France and Belgium’s troops invaded the region aiming to confiscate industrial goods because of Germany’s failure to pay reparations on time. Germany was already suffering from high levels of hyperinflation due to the effects of the war and growing government debt and when the hyperinflation continued to aggravate and the production line in Ruhr valley fell, it devastated the German economy. The War Guilt Clause led to financial instability which persuaded the middle and working-class to be more likely to listen to radical extremists such as Adolf Hitler for resolutions.

III. Annexed Territories

Moreover, when Article 231 granted the Allies the right to annex German territories, the Germans felt deeply humiliated. Referring to Appendix IV [14], note the territorial changes and which countries it was transferred to. Valuable lands that were given away worsened the economy. For example, the coalfield in the State of Saarland were given to France and the rice fields in Western and Eastern Prussia
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were also under foreign control. The loss of coalfields and rice fields meant that the Germans had to forfeit their wealth and food to enemies. Poland re-established as a new state and was given part of Western Prussia and the free city of Danzig was established which the allies intended to grant Poland access to the sea (View Appendix V) [12]. The creation of the Polish corridor that separated Germany from East Prussia was the most insulting. Germans also lost all of the colonies through mandates. In total, Germany lost 16% of its coalfields, 48% of its iron and steel industry, 13% of its land, and 12.5% of its original population was now living in another country [11], [15], [17]. Georges Clemenceau, the French Prime Minister, expressed a smaller country would be less of a problem [6]. Indeed, with all of these losses came the diminishing of power. Not long ago, during the German empire, Germany was one of the global superpowers. After the war, Germany had less land, people, money, and power which was a blow to German pride. The helplessness and the blow to German pride provoked nationalists to seek revenge and reclaim the pride.

IV. DEMILITARIZATION

Furthermore, the clause allowed the disarmament of the German army, and the demilitarization further intensified the sense of humiliation the Germans felt. In the 1919 conference, among the allied governments the “German Question” was intensely discussed since they believed German militarism was one of the main causes of the devastating world war [20]. The reduction of military power was designed to weaken Germany so they would be unable to revive and declare another war. The army was limited to 100,000 men, 6 battleships, no air force, and no construction of armored cars, tanks, submarine fleets, and poison gas were allowed. This resulted in the incapability of Germany to even fight against other new small nations. In 1920, Germany sent troops to the Ruhr region to control uprisings but the French invaded soon after which forced the German army to leave. Again, unlike the time during the prosperous and strong German empire, this was a national insult because it demonstrated the incompetence of the German army. Hitler and Nazis further utilized this sense of humiliation to gain power.

V. SENSE OF BETRAYAL

Lastly, the rejection of full responsibility and helplessness intensified the sense of hatred, nationalism, and betrayal among the German citizens. The citizens were astonished by the War Guilt Clause and felt betrayed. Germany was excluded from the 1919 conference, and they believed it was unjust to bear all the burden. They firmly believed they bore no more guilt and responsibility than any other European power, so they rejected the accusation that they caused the war. They claimed the war was an act of self-defense against Russia and they insisted classified records from 1914 were published in the 1920s that showed the effort of the German government trying to prevent a war [19]. Philipp Scheidemann, a moderate Social Democratic leader, reacted to the War Guilt Clause saying, “What hand will not wither that delivers us into such chains” [4]? Those beliefs and indignations were escalated among the more radical and extreme politicians. However, when Germany refused to sign the treaty and tried to propose revisions to the clauses, the allies threatened to rage war. This sense of helplessness along with the realization of having a weak army force greatly helped unite Germans of all classes and political stances to work against the treaty, which led the German citizens to be more willing to accept extremists’ ideas.

VI. CONCLUSION

The incredibly harsh terms that were enforced on Germany by Article 231 created economic hardship and a sense of humiliation, indignation, nationalism, and betrayal. It further discredited the Weimar Republic that accepted the cause [4] and paved the way for extremist movements to feed on it and rile up the German people. The radicals gained support by spreading false information about the War Guilt Clause and lied about its impact since the public could not access the documents. Politicians claimed it implied guilt, which provoked the commoners and in turn led to more support for Nazis and Hitler, who promised to reclaim territories, restore the military, and regain dominance. The Nazis constructed a nation that was more autocratic and militaristic [17]. It eventually led to the Second World War, where the desire for world power and promises of reconquest and annexation were put into action.

VII. CONCLUSION

A conclusion section is not required. Although a conclusion may review the main points of the paper, do not replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work or suggest applications and extensions.
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